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Complete Guide to

Feng Shui Crystals
New book is a collaborative effort
of two Feng Shui Connections members
This new book has been months in the making … but Feng Shui Practitioners Terri Perrin
(author) and Maureen Johnson (editor) believe it has been well worth the investment of
time. The Fine Art of Intention™ Feng Shui: Complete Guide to Feng Shui Crystals book rolled off
the presses in mid- December.

“Although there has been a wealth of excellent Feng Shui
books published in North America in the past 25 years,”
explains Perrin, “most cover a vast range of information and
left me with unanswered questions on specific topics. The
Fine Art of Intention™ Feng Shui: Complete Guide series is
being developed to ‘fill in the blanks’ by providing
comprehensive information on specific topics. In this first
installment, a Complete Guide to Feng Shui Crystals, my goal
has been to provide readers with a thorough understanding of
one of the most frequently recommended -- and often
misunderstood -- Feng Shui cures and enhancements: multifaceted leaded crystal spheres.”

She also worked with a Vancouver-Island photographer, Lisa
Graham (www.seadance.ca), to create a series of crystal
photographs that are a highlight of the book and have been
made into a series of note cards and a poster.
Easy to read charts and floor plans provide a quick reference
guide to various Feng Shui scenarios and how hanging crystals
can cause an energy shift. The result is a book that was
described by one practitioner as ‘the definitive guide to Feng
Shui crystals!’

In addition to working closely with Maureen Johnson and
HH Crystal Chu, Perrin sought feedback and advice from wellrespected BTB Feng Shui practitioners and authors David
Daniel Kennedy, Karen Rauch Carter and Dawn Hankins.

A crystal suspended from a ceiling fan is believed to disperse, slow
and redirect spiraling ch’i.

Whether you are completely new to the practice of Feng Shui
or are a long-standing believer in its influence on energy,
this guide will help give power to your Feng Shui cures and
enhancements ... and bring about the positive life changes
you desire.
This clear crystal is creatively positioned in front of a hand-blown glass
bowl. This unique item was selected because its colours and design
represent the free-flowing, undulating nature of water – the natural
element for the Career & Life Path sector of the BTB Feng Shui Bagua.

Enjoy the following excerpt from The Complete Guide to
Feng Shui Crystals:

Crystals as Energy Cures
What makes multi-faceted leaded crystal spheres one of the
most powerful Feng Shui cures? The late His Holiness
Professor Lin Yun recommended them because of what they
do with light, both visually and spiritually. He believed that
the light energy filtering through a crystal changes the energy
of the surrounding space, in effect emitting and absorbing
energy or ch’i (pronounced chee), as it is called in Feng Shui.
It is a spectacular sight when sunlight shines on a crystal that
is hanging in a window! The patterns from a crystal that is
bathed in sunlight sparkle and dance around the room …
providing a visual indication of how far-reaching their energy
changing and enhancing power can be.

Feng Shui evolved over the centuries as it moved from Tibet
to China and beyond.
“While BTB theories and practices may differ from the
ancient schools, His Holiness always gave credit to his early
teachers and held their knowledge and power in high regard,”
explains HH Khadro Crystal Chu Rinpoche, the new leader of
the BTB Feng Shui School. “Professor had spiritual powers
and high enlightenment. He knew how Feng Shui affected
individuals and he recognized multi-faceted leaded crystal
spheres for their power.”

Crystal Clear Energy at Work
Crystals add new energy vibrations to a space and redirect
energy in a more beneficial direction. In doing so, they protect
you from chaotic and negative ch’i.
Because of their prismatic shape, cut and quality, crystal
spheres are powerful tools for expanding possibilities,
removing blocks and brightening any situation. When used
as a cure, a crystal can disperse destructive, rushing or
stagnant ch’i. When used as an enhancement, a crystal will
expand and uplift beneficial ch’i. Although other leaded
crystal ornaments may be used as Feng Shui enhancements,
multi-faceted leaded crystal spheres are considered to be the
most effective and auspicious.

A crystal can be hung outside in a tree or on any man-made structure,
such as an arbor or gazebo. Its energy-enhancing qualities are just as
effective outdoors as they are indoors … and they sparkle magnificently
in the sunshine

A leaded crystal absorbs and then refracts visible light into the
seven-colour rainbow spectrum, a spiritual cure in itself that
represents its power for life transformation. As the sunlight
streams in, each facet of the crystal reflects another
perspective of reality, further expanding the potential and
energy in the space.
While the practice and study of Feng Shui is several thousand
years old, the use of crystal spheres as energy cures and
enhancements is relatively new. Their place as ritual Feng
Shui objects was developed and introduced by the HH
Professor Lin Yun, who was the founder of the Black Sect
Tantric Buddhist – or BTB – Feng Shui School.
His Holiness also made use of ritual objects that are not
commonly used in other schools. In addition to multi-faceted
crystal spheres, he recommended the use of bamboo flutes,
mirrors, Chinese coins and plants. Likewise, other Feng Shui
schools may recommend cures and enhancements that are not
common in BTB Feng Shui.
Professor Lin Yun was an enlightened and cultivated Feng
Shui Master who blended ancient Tibetan Buddhism practices
with Chinese philosophies and traditions. When he came to
North America in the 1980s, he further adapted BTB Feng
Shui to the North America lifestyle. This type of assimilation,
he said, was a natural progression very similar to how

A crystal can be used on the exterior of a home to fill in the space of a
missing piece of the bagua. In this example, the crystal should be hung
near the pillar on the left.

To visualize how they work at refracting energy, think of a
rotating disco ball and how the energy in a room changes
when a strobe light is directed at it.
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Introducing New Release with a Special Offer!
Complete Guide to

Feng Shui Crystals
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Finally! One little book that answers all of your questions about the selection, care and use of leaded crystal spheres
as BTB Feng Shui cures and enhancements. From its reader-friendly writing style to its beautiful photographs and
quick reference layout … this book is a “Must Have!” for both people who are new to Feng Shui and seasoned
practitioners, too!

“I admire Terri Perrin whose brilliant idea about writing Fine Art of Intention: Complete Guide to Feng Shui Crystals presents readers
not only with an instrumental knowledge but also opens up the methods of using crystals as one of the powerful ritual objects for
~ Her Holiness Khadro Crystal Chu Rinpoche of Black Sect Tantric Buddhism at its Fifth Stage
resolving Feng Shui problems.”
“Terri sparkles as much as the crystals themselves with her abundant knowledge of how to use this magical Fen gShui object!”

~ Karen Rauch Carter, Author of the national best-selling Feng Shui book, Move Your Stuff, Change Your Life

“Terri applies her knowledge of Feng Shui in a way that is easily understood … covering everything from the importance of acquiring the
best quality crystals to energizing and clearing them of predecessor chi. Reading this book will fill you with boundless energy and
confidence to help you apply simple Feng Shui cures that will enhance and improve your life.”

~ Dawn Hankins, Author of The Forces Behind Feng Shui

For a limited time only, your book will be packaged in a beautiful Silk Bag with Dragon Symbol
(assorted colours, valued at $4.95).

Introductory Price $14.95

Regular Price $15.95

Order Today to receive your Special Offer!

Silk Bag with Dragon Symbol
Our Special Price $4.95
This beautiful silk bag with dragon symbol is approximately 8.8” x 6.8” in size. It is perfect to use as a gift bag or to
keep your precious items in.
Assorted colours and styles.

Order Now!
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